where _ = sb/V. 
which is a full matrix. In most cases, however, the generalized damping matrix is assumed to be the diagonal 
and structural accelerations are calculated with
The state response to initial conditions can be expressed analytically as 
([GM!] + [¢!]T[AMe --Mj][_b/]) {_'/} + ([GK!] + [¢!]T[Agb][_b!]) {_!} = {0}
The mode shapes and GAF's calculated for the 
where the columns ofthe n/× nd transformationmatrix
[Xa]are the nd lowest-frequency eigenvectors associated with free FM modal equation of motion (18) Three time-domain aeroelastic models, starting from separate NASTRAN normal modes analyses, were constructed.
Two were direct "coupled" and "decou- Time simulation of flutter, involving large local structural changes, is formulated with a state-space model that is based on a relatively small number of generalized coordinates. Free-free vibration modes are Frostcalculated for a nominal finite-element model with relatively large fictitious masses located at the area of structural changes.
A low-frequency subset of these modes is then transformed into a set of structural modal coordinates with which the entire simulation is performed. These generalized coordinates and the associated oscillatory aerodynamic force coefficient matrices are used to construct an efficient time-domain, state-space model for a basic aeroelastic case. The time simulation can then be performed by simply changing the mass, stiffness, and damping coupling terms when structural changes occur. It is shown that the size of the aeroelastic model required for time simulation with large s.tructural chang.es at a _w apriori known locations is similar to that required for direct analysis of a slngJe structural case. J ne method is applied to the simulation of an acroelastic wind-tunnel model. The diverging oscillations are followed by the activation of a tip-ballast decoupling mechanism that stabilizes the system but may cause significant transient overshoots. 
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